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Rubrix extends the traditional gradebook 
program and enables teachers and 
administrators to perform mobile, objective 
student assessments, including the creation 
and management of media-rich rubrics.

Teachers can perform and record reviews using 
rubrics supplied by their district and school, or 
can create their own. And, Rubrix allows 
teachers to include pictures, documents and 
other media to support assessments.

Most importantly, students gain valuable 
feedback concerning their performance that 
shallow numbers and percentages of traditional 
gradebook programs simply don't provide.

Works on:
iOS (iPhone  , iPod touch  , iPad  )

Kim Marshall’s Teacher Evaluation is often 
used with Rubrix for summative evaluations 
and formative classroom observations. You can 
also enter YOUR custom rubrics for building 
inspections and just about anything else.

"Rubrix software has made the task of 
evaluating my staff so much easier than it ever 
has been. I love embedding pictures into my 
evaluations to paint a vivid picture of what my 
teachers are good at, as well as what they need 
to work on. I love the electronic delivery and 
storage so that I don't have to clutter my desk 
with hard copies."

Ned Clooten
Principal
Wahpeton High School

There's never a need for duplicate data entry 
or pen and paper. Mobile observations are 
immediately and automatically sent to the 
Rubrix cloud.

Evaluate using your mobile device with the 
touch of a finger. Add photos to your reviews 
without ever leaving the application.

Work on or offline using Rubrix. As soon as there 
is an internet connection Rubrix automatically 
synchronizes your data with the server for 
up-to-date information.

Create and maintain rubrics through the 
easy-to-use editor, or access a variety of 
rubrics from the Rubrix Library, such as those 
by Kim Marshall.

All Rubrix data is stored on secure servers for 
management, analysis, and archival purposes.
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Sign up today for your 30-day free 
trial. You can create your own rubrics 
or choose from the Rubrix library.  
Discovery Software's support team is 
available to help with set-up.

The data you collect is automatically 
uploaded and securely stored “in the 
cloud” using Amazon Web Services™. 
It can be shared with selected 
individuals in your account, or 
emailed to teachers, students and 
parents for review. Comparative 
reports are available too.

The rubrics you create or select from 
the Rubrix library are automatically 
downloaded to your mobile device. Use 
your smartphone or tablet to record 
your observations. You can easily add 
comments and pictures to further 
document your observations.

The Rubrix platform includes both a web application and an app 
for iOS that allow on-site gathering and recording of observations 
(including photos and video), with or without internet access.

Set up organizations, manage users and rubrics, perform
reviews, analyze results and share reports right from the Rubrix 
website. Create your own rubrics, or use rubrics already created 
by your state, district, school or other individuals. This central 
repository of rubrics allow school administrators to standardize all 
assessments among staff to ensure consistency.

Perform reviews using your laptop or desktop computer, or go 
mobile and use your smartphone or tablet instead. Available for 
the iPhone and iPad on the App Store. You can easily add 
supporting comments and media from your mobile device.

Synchronization between your smartphone or tablet and 
Rubrix is automatic. Information from your Rubrix account is 
downloaded to your device, while reviews recorded on-the-go 
are automatically uploaded to the Rubrix cloud website. Take 
short notes on-site, then refine and complete the evaluation 
back at your desk.
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Secure Storage of 
Evaluations and 

Rubrics

Manage Evaluations 
and Rubrics on Your Computer

Capture Observations
on Your Mobile Device

Rubrix Cloud Service

Established in 1984, Discovery Software is a leading education software developer focused 
upon technologies that help K-12 teachers and administrators be more efficient and 
effective. Products developed by Discovery Software include Principalm™ for mobile 
student information and security, and Rubrix™ for evaluation.

iOS, iPhone, iPod Touch, and 
iPad are registered trademarks 
of their respective owners.


